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Executive Principal’s Notes
This half term it has been very pleasing to
see face to face teaching continue. I would
like to thank all the students for their positive
response in supporting the COVID safety
measures that continue to be in place. I also
commend those students who have been
undertaking formal assessments for the
commitment and dedication that they have
shown.
As we start to emerge from COVID
restrictions, this is a time of renewed hope
and new beginnings. The new Trinity School,
part of the Alpha Trust, will be opening with its
first year of intake based on The Gilberd site
from September. The Trinity school buildings
are progressing well and it is pleasing to see
the popularity of the new school, which is
already over subscribed for September 2021.
Plans for the new Alpha Teaching School Hub
are also well underway.
I would like to express my sincere thanks
to all the staff who are currently working on
the provision of teacher assessed grades
for Years 11 and 13. As these Year Groups
reach the end of their school year we have
planned a number of events and assemblies,
which, while conforming to COVID-19
restrictions, will allow us to join together as
a community and to celebrate all that has
been achieved. You can read about the Year
13 Leavers’ Dressing Up Day and Afternoon
Soiree, which took place under our new
canopy area, in this newsletter. We look
forward to the Year 11 celebrations after half
term.
Due to the continued uncertainty with regard
to the lifting of COVID-19 restrictions, we
have decided to offer our usual Executive
Principal’s Talk (Year 5 Information Evening)
as an online event, on 21 June, via our
website: www.cchsg.com.
The online virtual school
tour, which proved so
popular last year, will also
be updated and form a
permanent part of our
website, available from
mid June. Should it be
decided that in person
tours for prospective Year

5 students, normally held in July, are feasible, we will let
everyone know.
We thank our parent community for their continued
support. We were particularly grateful to those PTFA
volunteers who prepared and ran the very successful
second hand uniform sale, as a socially distanced event
by appointment only. Not only did this provide a valuable
service for parents, it raised an amazing £3,556.65. This
innovative and dedicated PTFA team, lead by Mrs Agness
O’Brien, have also set up a virtual market to allow local
businesses and individuals to take advantage of selling on
line. You find out more about this later in the newsletter.
All funds raised by the PTFA go directly to fund additional
resources and equipment, requested by staff, for our
students.
As our Year 13 depart, we wish them every success
and happiness in the future. We thank them for the
tremendous contribution that they have made to the school
during their time with us. We hope that our Year 11 have
an enjoyable and restorative summer and look forward to
seeing many of them in the Sixth Form in September.
We wish everyone a restful half term break.
Mrs Gillian Marshall
Executive Principal

The Big Build
Main School Roofing

This project has already started and is due to complete at
the end of August 2021. The contractors are working on the
upper roof above the pastoral, exams and finance offices
and then will resurface the staff room and corridor roof. The
current hall roof will be stripped and resurfaced to match the
rest. Finally they will resurface the kitchen roof and the lower
roof from the side of the hall, across the changing rooms and
alongside the gymnasium.

and stored for use in another plant room. They will be
replaced with an air force heat pump system, situated on
the outside of the building, which will reduce our carbon
footprint. This work should complete before school
reopens in the autumn.

S Block Extension

During the summer the S Block will be extended in to the car
park area to provide additional space for the expansion of
Colchester Teacher Training Consortium. This building will
also house the new Alpha Teaching School Hub. To facilitate
this, the final demountable classroom will be removed.

M Block Boiler Room

The trust has been successful in obtaining a grant to replace
plant in some schools and the refurbishment of the M Block
plant room is part of this funding. In the summer, probably at
the start of the holidays, the existing boilers will be removed

For daily news updates follow CCHSG on
Facebook @colchestergirls or Twitter @CCHSG_
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Mr Michael Ulph
In Remembrance
The staff and students at CCHSG were greatly
saddened by the sudden loss of Mr Ulph, our Head
of Music. He was a talented and inspirational
teacher who had tremendous commitment to Music
as a discipline and to developing the potential of all
the students that he taught. Under his leadership
the Music Department developed an even stronger
presence within the school.
Many students remember with pleasure participating
in new initiatives such as the “Battle of the Bands” and
“Music on the Green”, alongside an incredible range
of extracurricular clubs, ensembles, concerts and
school productions such as “Return to the Forbidden
Planet”. Many of our community also enjoyed listening
to the recent Winter Concert, which, with his usual
enthusiasm undiminished by the COVID restrictions,
Mr Ulph co-ordinated as a virtual production.
We are grateful to all those who have contributed to
the JustGiving appeal and to the Book of Condolence.
The Book of Condolence provides a lasting celebration
of the life of a teacher, colleague and friend who made
an enormously positive contribution to CCHSG, and to
the lives of all those in its community.
The thoughts and best wishes of all at CCHSG
continue to be with Mr Ulph’s family at this time.
Mrs Gillian Marshall
Executive Principal

Mrs Willa Jackson
Associate Principal

The Book of Condolence and JustGiving
page will remain open until Friday 4 June.
Contributions, in the form of memories,
tributes or photographs, can be
uploaded via https://forms.office.com/r/
Rp7FNhuUMp
Parents or past students without a CCHSG
login are invited to send items via email to
BookofCondolences@cchsg.com
The JustGiving page can be accessed via
https://www.justgiving.com/
crowdfunding/inmemoryofmrulph?utm_
term=bdGWADmQx
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Book of the Month
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DofE Skills Section - Jodie Harvey - Photography
There are four main sections of a DofE
programme; Volunteering, Physical, Skills,
and Expedition. At Gold participants will
also complete a Residential section.
For your skills activity you need to choose
an activity that will allow you to prove you
have broadened your understanding and
increased your expertise in your chosen
skill. Jodie Harvey chose photography as
her skill for the DofE Bronze Award.

I gathered some photos which I had already taken. I then
spent the three months for the award completing an online
course, watching videos and reading up on the use of a
camera, hoping to improve.
My goals for the DofE skills section were:
• To gain a better understanding of the technical side of
photography.
• To become better at using my camera to make creative
decisions.
Before I started learning more about the operation of
my camera, the majority of my photos were taken using
the automatic settings, giving them quite a bland and
boring look. But after the course, I now understand the
importance of changing the aperture and shutter speed on
how the photo will come out. This means that I was able
to have more control over which parts are focussed, or the
colouring of the sky, etc.
The photos show me gaining more confidence in moving
away from the typical automatic settings which just require
me to ensure it is in focus, to having more creative control
of how the photos look. Jodie Harvey
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Message from the Wellbeing Ambassadors

Wellbeing Information
Any student who feels they need wellbeing support, or concerned parent, should contact
the relevant Year Leader who can advise and signpost suitable resources and support
organisations.
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Year 13 Dress Up Day - 25 May
One CCHSG tradition that we were all
pleased to see revived was the Year 13
Leavers’ Dress Up Day. Easing of COVID
restrictions allowed for the removing of
face masks and the costumes certainly did
not disappoint!
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Farewell Year 13

As Year 13 depart we thank them for all that they have contributed to the school during
their time with us. They have coped incredibly well during these very challenging times
and we wish them every success and happiness in the future.
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Old Girl’s Association Award - Mia Urwin
The Old Girls’/Alumnae Association (OGA) annually
recognises a student nominated by the school who has
demonstrated qualities of merit outside of their academic
studies by presenting them with an award.
This year the award was given to Mia Urwin. She was
chosen in acknowledgement of her many contributions to
the school community, particularly her sustained and wideranging contributions to the annual school productions,
when she stunned the school with your acting and singing;
her running of Medsoc; her active participation in Student

Voice in Year 12; her contribution
to “Time for Tolerance”; her role
as a Wellbeing Ambassador;
tutoring students and supporting
those around her. The OGA
were pleased to learn that Mia
will be progressing to Medical
School where both the OGA
and CCHSG are sure she will
continue to make a very positive
impact.

Year 11 End of Year

Year 11 will have their celebrations after half term and we will share these in the July edition.
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Healthy Living Recipes from Mrs Webb
I cook this for the family as the combination
of chicken and chorizo, along with hearty
warming Cajun spices, means plates are
empty and often they come back for more. It
is such a favourite in my house that my 12
year old daughter regularly makes it without
any help. If you want to mix it up a bit, you
can add in prawns too and top with a spoon
of crème fraiche and a squeeze of lime. I
have even made a vegetarian alternative
using sliced Quorn fillets and Quorn
pepperoni, I just cooked them for less time. It
is great served with a fresh, green salad.

Veggie Rainbow Picnic Pie
Ingredients:
450g butternut squash, peeled, sliced & cut in small chunks
2 tbsp olive or rapeseed oil
1 large onion, sliced
550g small waxy potatoes, peeled and sliced
2 x 375g blocks all-butter puff pastry
flour, for dusting
1 x 320g ready-rolled sheet all-butter puff pastry
2 tbsp breadcrumbs
300g pack cooked beetroot, sliced
450g jar roasted red peppers, drained
200g block feta cheese
150g frozen peas
small bunch each parsley and mint, chopped
10 eggs
2 tbsp sesame seeds
Method:
Heat oven to 200C/180C fan/gas 6. Toss the squash in
1 tbsp oil and some seasoning and roast for 20 mins until
soft. Meanwhile, fry the onion in the remaining oil for 10-15
mins over a low heat until golden and boil the potatoes for
8 mins until soft. Drain the potatoes and leave the veg to
cool.

Chicken and Chorizo Jambalaya
Ingredients:
1 tbsp olive oil
2 chicken breasts, chopped
1 onion, diced
1 red pepper, thinly sliced
2 garlic cloves, crushed
75g chorizo, sliced
1 tbsp Cajun seasoning
250g long grain rice
400g can plum tomato
350ml chicken stock

Reduce oven to 180C/160C fan/gas 4. Line a 20cm x 30cm
baking tin with a long double thickness strip of parchment
(this will help you to lift out the pie once cooked). Squeeze
the two blocks of pastry together, then roll out on a floured
surface – the pastry should be about the thickness of a
£1 coin. Use the pastry to line the tin, leaving any excess
pastry hanging over the edges.

Sprinkle the breadcrumbs over the base of the pastry.
Layer in the beetroot slices, peppers, squash, onions, feta,
potatoes, peas and herbs (in that order for a nice rainbow
effect), seasoning well between each layer. Beat the eggs
and pour slowly over the filling until most of it has sunk
through the layers, saving a little to glaze the top. Brush
some egg over the overhanging pastry then lay the rolled
pastry sheet on top. Press the pastry sheets together,
then use some kitchen scissors to trim the excess pastry,
leaving about 2cm. Roll the edges in to seal, then press
them firmly with a fork. Brush with egg, sprinkle with seeds,
then use the fork prongs to mark out 12 portions.
Method:
Bake for 1 hr 20 mins until the pastry is golden and crisp.
Heat 1 tbsp olive oil in a large frying pan with a lid and brown
Leave to cool completely before slicing, or chill for up to
2 chopped chicken breasts for 5-8 mins until golden. Remove
two days before serving.
and set aside. Tip in the 1 diced onion and cook for 3-4 mins
until soft.
Add 1 thinly sliced red pepper, 2 crushed garlic cloves, 75g
sliced chorizo and 1 tbsp Cajun seasoning, and cook for 5
mins more.
Stir the chicken back in with 250g long grain rice, add the
400g can of tomatoes and 350ml chicken stock. Cover and
simmer for 20-25 mins until the rice is tender.
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As much as I love food and cooking, I
must admit, I am terrible at growing my
own produce. However, no one was
more surprised than me to discover I
have a rather lovely patch of rhubarb
growing in my very own garden. This has
made me think about all the recipes it can
be used in and although it’s officially a
vegetable, its bitter and often sour taste
means that sugar is usually added and it
becomes a versatile ingredient in many
cakes and desserts.

Rhubarb Crumble
Ingredients:
Ingredients
500g rhubarb, chopped into chunks the length of your
thumb
100g golden caster sugar
3 tbsp port or grape juice (optional)
For the crumble topping
140g self-raising flour
85g butter, chilled
50g light brown muscovado sugar
50g chopped walnuts (optional)
Method:
Tip 500g thumb-length chunks of rhubarb into a saucepan
with 100g golden caster sugar and 3 tbsp port/grape juice,
if using.
Cover and simmer on a very low heat for 15 minutes,
adding more sugar if you want. When soft (but still holding
its shape) and sweet enough, pour the rhubarb into a
medium baking dish.
Heat oven to 200C/180C fan/gas 6.
To make the topping, rub 140g self-raising flour and 85g
chilled butter together with your fingers until you have a
soft, crumbly topping.
Now add 50g light brown muscovado sugar and 50g
chopped walnuts, if using. Mix together with your hands.
Scatter the topping over the rhubarb and bake for 30
minutes or until golden brown on top. Serve piping hot with
a big jug of thick vanilla custard.

Flavoured Twist Bread
Ingredients:
225g Extra Strong Flour
1 Sachet Quick Acting
Yeast
Tablespoon Olive Oil
Tepid Water 150ml
1 Teaspoon Salt
1 Teaspoon Sugar
½ Jar Pesto
100g Cheese
Optional Extras: sundried
tomatoes, chilli’s olives,
garlic.
Method:
Heat oven to 220°C, Gas 8
In a bowl put your flour, salt, yeast and sugar and stir.
Grate your cheese and add this to the mixture and stir until all
the cheese is evenly distributed.
In a jug measure out your tepid water and add in your olive
oil.
Add water and oil mixture to the mixing bowl and stir, bring
your mixture to a soft but not too sticky dough (add more flour
of it is too sticky).
Knead for 5 minutes and then roll out into a rectangle.
Spread over your pesto and other ingredients if using.
Roll up the long side (like a Swiss Roll) then carefully using
a sharp knife, slice down the middle but leave it attached at
one end. Twist each leg around and then pinch together at
the bottom. You can if you wish join both ends together by
pinching and twisting them, or just leave it as a stick shape.
Cover in oiled cling film and leave to prove until nearly
doubled in size.
Bake in oven for 15- 20 minutes until well risen and golden
brown.

This tasty comfort food that is great served
alongside salads, pasta dishes, or on its
own as a lunch option.
The smell of homemade bread baking is
one of the nicest and this dish with its
added cheese and pesto has the most
amazing aroma. It is pretty simple to make
too. You can leave it as a baton/stick or
make it circular, it is up to you!
You could experiment too with adding in
your own flavourings. I have used olives
and sun dried tomatoes and tested out
different cheeses too. But one of my
favourite combinations is spreading a
layer of marmite over the dough base, and
then sprinkling over a tangy cheddar……..
but not everyone agrees with me on that
combination!
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Student Voice - Never Acceptable
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For daily news updates follow CCHSG on
Facebook @colchestergirls or Twitter @CCHSG_
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CCHSG School Magazines - 1914 - 1930
where “amongst other things I learnt how to rivet, file,
solder and draw plans to scale – this was purely geometry,
and to my surprise I was told I was very accurate. I have
never been told that before. But accuracy is the key note to
everything appertaining to aeroplanes…” (1919, p9).

The first ever CCHSG magazine was produced in 1914,
when the school was actually known as the “County School
for Girls” due to the presence of a private Colchester
County High School already in the town. At just 10 pages
long, it opens, as became customary, with an editorial
giving thanks to departing staff. In this case these leavers
included the first Headteacher, Miss Collins and words
of welcome for her replacement, Miss Crosswaite. The
majority of the text is prose and poems submitted by
students, and the Debating Society, the Dramatic Society,
netball teams and Old Girls Association all have brief
sections. Publication of the magazine was subsequently
suspended until 1919 due to WW1.
The 1920s, was a decade of contrasts, while many
families struggled to recover from wartime losses, some
manufacturers and suppliers had profited considerably,
and as a result of the Upper Class decadence in evidence,
this period became known as the “Roaring Twenties”. The
place of women in British society was influenced by wartime
experiences such as factory employment, which enabled
them to experience financial independence for the first time.
Women over 30 had been given the vote in 1918, and this
was extended to all women over 21 by 1928.
“We have long felt the need for a School Magazine; but
we felt it would be unpatriotic to issue one during the war
when economy was so necessary” (1919, p1). Included in
this short edition is an article (p9) written by a past student
detailing her wartime experiences in an aeroplane factory
Page 16

Now called the Colchester County High School Magazine,
the 1919 edition sets out the plan for establishing a
publishing committee and renewed efforts to engage
all students with producing content “ “Poetry” is always
an addition to any magazine – if only anyone can be
found to write it” (1919, p2). This edition also included
short accounts from every Form group – Year Groups
being identified using a system which will mystify anyone
educated after the 1970s. From 1920 the preparatory
school, which at this point included boys, and was based
at Grey Friars, had Form I, Upper First (UI), Lower Second
(UII), Upper second (U11) and Lower Third (LIII). North
Hill, housed in the original buildings of what is now the Sixth
Form College, was the senior school, the youngest being
the Upper Third (UIII), followed by the Lower Forth (LIV)
and upwards until the Upper Fifth (UV) and finally the Sixth
Form (Upper & Lower Sixth). These Form Group notes
were soon to be abandoned as too repetitive, although the
“Pre Notes” remained across the decades with their nature
studies and gardening. As Audrey and David reported from
Form I in 1921 “We grew two crops of mustard and cress,
and we are keeping a Nature scrap book. And we have
seen some tadpoles and some silk-worms that are spinning
yellow silk.”

magazine expanded to 28 pages, Miss Crosswaite
appealed to Old Girls to submit content so that the
magazine would keep them in close touch with the
school. For several years after this, the names and
addresses of Old Girls were published at the back of the
magazine. In an interesting piece of social history to see,
in these years following the huge loss of male lives during
WWI, the number of sisters bracketed as still living, years
later, together at the same address (1923, p34). The
1922 edition includes accounts from alumnae who were
studying at Westfield College, The Bergman Osterberg
Physical Training College, Dartford Heath, at University
College Reading, and at Girton College Cambridge.
The Old Girl’s Association grew in popularity, increasing
its membership from 66 in 1919 to 120 in 1922. The Old
Girl’s developed their own programme of social events,
tennis tournaments and Christmas parties.
When Miss Crosswaite left in 1927 to become
Headmistress of the prestigious Wycombe Abbey School,
CCHSG was well established with 600 students and
an imposing record of academic success. Miss King,
a Mathematics graduate from Cambridge, was her
successor and fulfilled the role for the next 25 years at a
salary of £500 a year, with an annual increment of £20.
The 1924 edition featured a competition to design a school
monogram, with some outstanding results – several of
which were illustrated in the magazine and are very similar
to the current school logo, (1924, p19).
The majority of these 1920’s magazines consist of poetry and
prose, created in response to annual competitions. The 1920
edition includes piece of creative writing entitled “A Dream” and
opens “I wonder what London will be like in the Year 2001… All
the slums were done away with, and neat, bright little houses
stood in their stead… Each class helped the other for class
distinctions were swept aside” (1920, p9).
During the 1920s that school’s charitable giving focused on
Dr Barnardos, through the “Young Helper’s League” and
also on sponsoring a girl at the Working Women’s College
in Beckenham. In 1925 fundraising to support a sponsored
student at Dr Barnardo’s Watt’s Naval Training School
resulted in each of the then 17 Form Groups undertaking an
“entertainment”. These ranged from gym displays and Tennis
tournaments, to concerts and productions, selling sweets and
providing teas at sports events (1924, p5).
Post WW1 the League of Nations was established, and
one student wrote a passionate account of this promising
“Parliament of the World”. A presentation at CCHSG in 1921
was about “the ideals of the League and the substitution of the
world brotherhood and co-operation for social animosity and
indifference to the value of human life” (1921, p4). CCHSG
students founded their own League of Nations Union the
following year.
In 1922, with the school numbering 530 students, and the

We are seeking copies of school
magazines post 1977 - can you help?
Contact Ms Kate Stubbs via
kstubbs@cchsg,.com
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Historical Fiction Book Club
humane struggles and passions of motherhood, but also
has motifs of detrimental secrets; the bonds of family and
class and power, threaded throughout.

On 14 April, ‘The
Historical Fiction
Book Club’ were
lucky enough to have
the rare opportunity
of an interview and
Q&A with the author
of the exhilarating,
compelling and
gripping novel ‘The
Foundling’.
As a brief synopsis, Stacey Halls captures a glimpse of
London in the Georgian era, with a sensational plot line
surrounding the female protagonist - Bess Bright, a young
working-class woman, who is up against the nature of
the hierarchy, within society. Six years after she had to
reluctantly give up her daughter, to those who could care
for her at the Foundling Hospital, she determines that the
time is right and she had sourced enough money, to return
and reclaim ‘Clara’. However, her world is sent into a spiral
of unfortunate events and she soon comes to grips with the
realisation that someone unknown, has stolen her daughter,
under her name. The thrilling plot explores twists and turns
in Bess’s life and also shifts to explore the story through a
different perspective. The other side of the story is unfolded
by the characterisation of a rich widow, who has her own
demons to face. The story as a whole, determines the fate of
Bess’ daughter and whether Bess will be able to reunite and
regain the ability to rekindle a relationship with her. Overall,
this book centres around the themes of the inherent and

When listening to Stacey Hall – an eloquent and
intriguing speaker – we were able to understand
the many motives behind this novel and how she
battled and overcame obstacles, to be victorious in
constructing such a successful and ingenious novel.
Stacey, who from a young age had always had a
passion for reading, discussed how she utilised this
flare for fictional writing and shared many interesting
and inspiring insights into how she transferred these
skills from journalism, into becoming such a bestselling
author. She included the troubles and hardships of
finding an agent who wanted to publish her work,
but also talked about the necessity to throw yourself
out there, in the sense of giving writing a go and not
being afraid or disheartened when you face rejection. She
reiterated the idea of not beating yourself up when you
receive criticism or feedback, but instead using this to
progress you further throughout life.
This is an aspect she picked up throughout her journey
as a writer and this overall benefitted her in the long run
and enabled her to get to the prosperous and rewarding
position she is now. Finally, Stacey delved into tackling the
monstrous research task of depicting an atmosphere of
life, situated in the past, and how she came to want to write
about the Foundling Hospital, after she visited it herself.
Stacey has also
written other
novels, with the
same style and
genre of writing
– such as ‘The
Familiars’ and the
newest out this
year, being ‘Miss
England’. She is a
wonderfully talented
author and has
certainly produced
recommendable
books, worth
checking out!
Izzy McPherson

UKMT Intermediate Maths Challenge
Congratulations to Arabella Johnson who has been invited to attend
the UKMT Virtual Summer School 2021, this August, following an
excellent performance in this year’s Intermediate Mathematical
Challenge.
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YEAR 8 Art - Insects & Pattern
The project was set as an Independent Learning
Assignment with almost half the final mark coming
from preparatory work. Ideas were developed through
research, experimentation and exploration of materials,
techniques and other sources such as students’ own
photography. Mind maps and mood boards were used
to collect and organise initial ideas and visual images.
Students gathered visual research using original
photographs, imagination and memory and produced
drawings from first hand observation to support the
development of their ideas. They also investigated the
work of other artists who had explored similar themes.
The final piece is a planned ‘bringing together’ of all the
ideas, experiments, and connections to artists.

“Inspiration will strike but it has to
catch you working!”
isn’t just about what it looks like, but how it tastes too, so
I incorporated honey so one can ‘taste the bees’ as such,
rather than just admire them.
The method I used for this cake was slightly different to any
ordinary cake as I heated the butter, sugar, water and honey
over the hob until the butter was melted before incorporating
the eggs and flour which allowed a smoother (more delicious)
cake. Yellow and orange are the two main colours I have
used as they are the colours of bees and honey and are
light and happy, adding to the positive mood. The flowers
which surround the cake show that without them and their
vital products, bees would die which is conveyed in their
circle formation - as though flowers are the bees’ protective
dome. Conjointly, the
bright complimentary
colours have been used
to contrast one another
and show the bees’
attraction to them. I have

I have made a honey flavoured cake with a theme of bees
for the Year 8 art project based around insects. Originally, I
planned to craft a piece of art using watercolours but after
a few attempts of different ideas, I felt as though none
represented me which was when I came up with the idea
of making a cake.
I researched the idea in depth more which was when I
began to feel strongly inspired by some different online
ideas. This was when I began sketching out a new final
piece option- borrowing different ideas from different
cakes then merging them whilst adding my own twist to
it. I love baking cakes and I am deeply passionate about
it, so I found the four hours of making this cake very
enjoyable, especially when all the effort and hard work I
had put in, paid off and the cake came together. I decided
to make a honey-flavoured cake because making a cake

given the bees expressions to
provide them with character
which again, boosts the
mood of the cake, and the
drip, honeycomb and honey
pot are all items associated
with bees and that, in a way,
shows the ongoing process of the production of honey and
the importance of bees. Isabelle Hicks 8H
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Year 8 ArtHeading
- Insects & Pattern

Minha Fathima

Beatrice Rudman
Rayna Lahiri
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Martha Smith

Rhea Patel

Rebeca Balanescu

Florence Joseph

Christiana Cheng
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RA Young Artists Summer Show
I was inspired to make this photograph by the way
Paganism is shown in paintings throughout history as
very mystical and romanticised, and its recent increase
in popularity. Its definition is a 'religion other than one
of the main world religions'. I researched Pagan myths,
rituals, beliefs (which have changed over time), as well
as 'modern Paganism' and festivals.

We are delighted that Kitty Hillman-Crouch
has had her digital composition “Pagan
Ritual in Castle Ruins” accepted for the
online exhibition which is part of the Royal
Academy Young Artists’ Summer Show 2021.
There were over 33,000 submissions.
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The split sky represents the festival of Ostara (balance
between night and day), with the dancing figures
showing a typical ritual. I used castle ruins to show
that this is happening in the modern day, not when the
castle was new and Paganism was a larger movement.
Due to Covid-19, I could not use many models so I
used Photoshop to manipulate photographs of me
and my sister to appear as though there is a group of
worshippers.
Kitty Hillman-Crouch

Biology Online Zoom Talks for Year 13
Last week I had the opportunity to invite Dr Stefan
Schoenfelder from the Babraham Institute, Cambridge and
Professor Richard Thomas from the University of Leicester
to each give a talk to my Year 13 Biology class. I met Dr
Schoenfelder when I attended his talk about enhancers
and promoters at Babraham last year and I have known Dr
Thomas for several years through my osteology studies.

Dr Schoenfelder spoke
about enhancers and
promoters (factors which
effect the expression of
genes) in relation to the
3D folding of the human
genome, which relates to
a project he is currently
working on. He explained
the recent creation and
development of CRISPR
technology, discovered
originally as a virus-fighting mechanism in bacteria, which
has the potential to provide a cure for genetic disorders.
Following the talk, he also donated ‘The Code Breaker’ by
Walter Isaacson to the school library, a very topical book
explaining the history of gene editing and the discovery of
CRISPR technology by Jennifer Doudna in 2012, leading up
to the current
Coronavirus
pandemic.
The book
will soon be
available to
borrow from
the library.

by himself and several other
scientists of the skeletal
remains of Jumbo the elephant,
rumoured by P.T. Barnum,
owner of the circus he was
eventually sold to by London
Zoo, to be the largest land
animal in the world.
The elephant’s skeletal remains
showed that while he was much
larger than expected for his
age, he had also suffered some injuries during his lifetime. He
carried children on his back during his time at London Zoo,
which led to damage in his joints which would not have been
expected in an elephant of Jumbo’s age. He was also prone
to night rages, some of which resulted in damage to his tusks,
which Professor Thomas and his colleagues discovered was
likely due to his malformed teeth, which were in turn caused
by his irregular diet. There is also a David Attenborough
documentary which covers this research (search youtube for
‘david attenborough and the giant elephant’ to watch what the
work entailed).

Dr
Schoenfelder
then came
back a week
later to very kindly talk to another Year 13 Biology class
on the same content as he enjoyed the interaction and
questions.

Professor Thomas talked about the analysis completed

Both talks were very informative and thoroughly enjoyed
by everyone who attended. We are very grateful to both
scientists for giving up their time to talk to the students.
Kaia Bard
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Year 11 Raspberry Pi Competition Winners

Congratulations to the four Year 11
GCSE Computing students: Leah Levett,
Katelyn Parfitt, Amy Hersey and Larissa
van Minnen, who have won the PA
Raspberry Pi Competition 2021. The
annual competition, now in its ninth
year, promotes STEM education by
challenging students to invent systems
that could benefit society using their
engineering and coding skills.
Teams are asked to imagine a world where
we can:
• develop a cleaner, most sustainable
world
• be better prepared for the unexpected
• interact safely and effectively, whether at
work, study or leisure
• support the health and wellbeing of
everyone
• get urgent supplies into the hands of
those who need them most

www.paconsulting.com/events/raspberrypi-competition-uk/
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Our project, GerAInt, is an AI-powered automatic feeder
designed to support endangered species by providing
food to specific animals. It ensures all the food goes to
the endangered species and would allow conservationists
to gain insight into population sizes in certain areas. The
system also has an emergency override that lets it provide
food to any animal in times of need, such as a famine or
drought.
We calibrated our prototype to Eurasian red squirrels as
they are in rapid decline in the UK due to habitat loss and
the introduction of grey squirrels. Red squirrels are vital to
the UK ecosystem as they are adapted to spread the seeds
of coniferous trees, whereas grey squirrels prefer deciduous
trees, which already have birds spreading their seeds. This
also impacts the wider environment as conifers are more
effective at storing carbon.
GerAInt works by detecting motion using a PIR, which
causes the camera to take a picture (turning on an LED first
if it’s dark). The picture is sent to Google’s Cloud Vision and
its contents returned. Our program then checks if the image
contains the programmed species and, if it does, triggers
the servo motor to open a gap for the food to leave the
feeder. It then flashes an LED inside the feeder, using a light
sensor to measure the level of remaining food, and alerts
the owner if it’s low.
It’s easy to adjust GerAInt to any animal of a similar size
and scale it up or down – it would be a simple case of
altering the dispensing mechanism to cater for different
food. Leah Levett, Katelyn Parfitt, Amy Hersey &
Larissa van Minnen
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News from the PE Department
PE Clubs
This half term has seen the eagerly awaited return of
lunchtime PE clubs at CCHSG. A range of sports such as
Rounders, Running, and Athletics throws and Netball have
been on offer to all Year Groups. Attendance to these clubs
has been fantastic with an incredible 80 Year 7 students
turning up to the first Netball club.
We have also had the opportunity to run some Interform
Cross Country this half term. There were some fantastic
performances from runners across Year 7- 11. The results of
the competition are as follows:
Year 7 Winners: 7E & 7H
Year 8 Winners: 8E
Year 9 Winners: 9H
Year 10 Winners: 10H
Year 11 Winners: 11H
Well done to all of the runners involved!
Please keep a look out for next half term’s PE
club timetable.

Colchester Teacher Training Consortium (CTTC)
Would you like your daily work to make
a real difference to the lives of others?
Are you looking for new opportunities
and the chance to develop new skills
while pursuing a professional career
pathway?
If you already have a degree you
could qualify as a teacher in Primary
or Secondary education with a year
of training. CTTC is validated by the
University of Greenwich to deliver
a PGCE course, offered at either
professional or postgraduate level, the
latter providing 120 credits towards
Master’s level study.
www.colchesterttc.org.uk
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For Full Terms and Conditions see the PTFA section of the school website.

To register as an advertiser, complete this Google form:
https://forms.gle/3E63TnD5oCXxdh9i8
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PTFA CONTACTS:
Chair: Agness O’Brien
Tel. 01376 573694 or 07951 511653
cchsgptfa@gmail.com

Second Hand
Uniform and
Revision Books
Sale
THANK YOU!
We would like to thank all those purchasers and parent
volunteers who supported our recent Second Hand Uniform
and Revision Books Sale on Saturday 15 May, £3,556.68
was raised! This is a phenomenal amount, which will
directly fund educational resources and equipment for
various departments at CCHSG.
Our next sales will be held primarily for the new Year 7
students joining us in September 2021. The sale dates
are Saturday 19 and Saturday 26 June 2021 from 10:00
to 16:00 hours. The PTFA would be very grateful for
volunteers to help prepare for the sales and to support with
the stewarding and staffing on the actual sale dates.

Revision Books - PTFA
Fundraising
Do you have revision books for SATs,
11 Plus, GCSE or A level that are no longer
needed but still in useable condition?
Please donate them to the PTFA, via the
wheelie bins outside the School Reception.
They will be
resold at the
Second Hand
Uniform &
Revision Books
Sales, and at
our Christmas
Market.

For full details and to sign up as a volunteer, click the links
below:
Saturday 19 June 2021: https://volunteersignup.org/TEH3D
Saturday 26 June 2021: https://volunteersignup.org/E7LRL

Raise FREE donations for CCHSG PTFA via
Easyfundraising & AmazonSmile
CCHSG PTFA is registered with
easyfundraising and AmazonSmile
so you can help us raise funds
simply by doing your everyday
online shopping! We’ve already
raised over £4,600 with 196
supporters since April 2016. Every
time you shop, we receive a small
donation to say ‘thank you!’
It’s
completely
free to join.
Use the link
below or
scan the QRcode.

£4,700 since 2016

https://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/colchestercountygirlspta/

AmazonSmile
is a way for
customers
to support
their favourite charity every time they
shop with Amazon. Amazon will donate a
portion of the price of eligible purchases
to the charity of your choice. Signing up
is easy - here's how!
1. Visit smile.amazon.com
2. Sign in with your Amazon.com
credentials
3. Select Colchester County High
School for Girls PTFA as your charitable
organisation to receive donations & start
shopping!
5. Add a bookmark for smile.amazon.com
to make it even easier.

https://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/colchestercountygirlspta/
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